Executive board created for The Tech's Vol. 89

The Tech has made major revisions in its constitution in order to provide more positions of responsibility and improve the effectiveness of the newspaper.

Effective with the beginning of volume 89, the first issue of which will appear at the beginning of the second semester, responsibility for editorial policy will lie in the hands of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Editor, the Managing Editor, and the Business Manager. The managing editor of volume 89 will have greater authority in the direction of the paper than is currently invested in the position of editor. The managing editor will have overall responsibility for coordinating all aspects of the production of the paper. Two new editors will assume the responsibility for page layout, which currently is assumed by the managing editors.

Other posts which were added to the board of directors include those of Features Editor and Production Manager. Currently The Tech has one Production Manager, the size of the job involved in producing the newspaper necessitated the addition of another Production Manager.

The position of Features Editor was incorporated into the News Department for volume 88, but it was re-established for volume 89 in order to increase and improve the features content of The Tech.

ZBT wins charity drive;

TCA grosses all-time high

The Technology Community Association's annual charity drive ended in a flurry of seventh-hour contributions as ZBT netted a total of $7.56 per man to win the competition for the fourth year in a row. The first prize, a complete stereo system donated by Tech Hill, went to ZBT as a tremendous last-minute contribution per man. The second prize, a quartet of Barbier beer bottles with their label, went to the MIT Student House.

The competition grew from Wednesday afternoon's as the indicated totals for each live group were reported to M.C. at the top. Contributing responsibilities of at least 18 being groups were present to make sales, unsold contributions. The total amount contributed in the drive was the highest on record for TCA collected over $9500, and about $1600 in the last half-hour. The breakdown was: Keds $1150; United Fund, $675; World University Service, $230; and American Cancer Society, $150.
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